





























Be green, love, 
hate
Activities Actions with 





*in an hour 
Accomplishments Actions with 
































































Hindi	 (Arunachalam&	Kothari	2010)	(3) maayaa-ne			biskuT-ko khaa-yaaMaya-ERG		 cookie-ACC		eat-PFVpar		use	 puuraanahiin khaa-yaabut		it-ACC		 finish				not						eat-PFV
‘Maya	ate	the	cookie,	but	did	not	finish	it’.
Accomplishments	in	the	perfective














Spanish	 (Arche2014a,	c)	(7)	Pedro	pintó la				valla,		pero no		terminó.Pedro	paint-pfve.3ps	the	fence	but				not	finished‘Pedro	painted	the	fence	but	he	did	not	finish’

































• Tatevosov (2008)	also	argues	that	the	fact	that	nonculmination is	found	in	other	forms,	such	as	the	future,	argues	against	any	possible	role	played	by	the	viewpoint	aspect	semantics.		His	examples	are:
Some	say	it	is	in	the	stem




• True	that	classical	 imperfectivity is	not	at	stake,	as	we	have	undisputable	 perfectives


















• Comrie 1976;	Dahl	1985;	Bybee et	al	1994;	Koontz-Garboden 2003,	a.o.
• English:	does	not	distinguish	impfve/pfveinflectionally;	rather	it	seems	to	distinguishongoing/rest.	























Typical	 cases	Piñón 20081.	Defeasible	causatives	(teach;	treat)(16)	Le	enseñé latín,	pero no		aprendió nada.her	taught	Latin	but			not	learnt	 						anything‘I	taught	 her	Latin	but	she	did	not	learn	anything’
2.	Verbs	of	creation	(build,	draw,	write,	compose)(17)	Pedro	 	compuso el			poema,	pero no		terminó.Pedro	composed	the	poem				but	 		not	finished‘Pedro	composed	the	poem	but	did	not	finish’
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Typical	 cases	Piñón 20083.	Verbs	of	non-creation	(colour,	read,	fill,	empty)(18)	Pedro	coloreó el	castillo,	perono	terminó.Pedro	coloured.pfve the	castle		but	not	finished‘Pedro	coloured	the	castle	but	did	not	finish’





























(20)	Pedro	coloreó	 el				castillo durante un	rato,	Pedro	colour-pfve.3ps	the	castle							for	a	while,	pero no		terminó.but				not	finished
1.	Quality	of	the	eventualityTrue	accomplishment? yes1.1.	Culmination is	possible
(21)	Pedro	coloreó el			castillo durante un	ratoy	lo	terminó.P.	coloured.pfve the	castle	 for												a			while	and	it	finished‘Pedro	coloured	the	castle	for	a	while	and	he	finished	it’




Pedro	coloreó el	castillo durante un	rato.	
Pedro	colored.pfve the	castle	for	a	while.
is	 vague	with	respect	to	culmination.	It	is	compatible	with	both	
scenarios:	 one	where	 there	 is	no	culmination	and	another	 one	


































• For-time	adverbials	sharply	contrast	with	in-time	adverbials:(30)	Pedro	coloreó	 el	castillo en	tres horas.Pedro	coloured.pfve the	castle	in	three	hours
• cannot	be	 true	if it	took	Pedro	five	hours	to	colour	 the	castle.


































(32)	 Pedro	 coloreó el	 castillo durante tres horas	pero noPedro	coloured.pfve the	 castle	 for	three	 hours		 but	not	terminó.finished‘Pedro	 coloured	 the	 castle	for	three	 hours	but	did	 not	finish’
(33)	 *Pedro	 coloreó el	castillo durante tres horas			pero noPedro	 coloured.pfve the	 castle	 for								three	hours	 	but			not	del	 todo.completely‘Pedro	 coloured	 the	 castle	for	three	 hours	but	not	completely’
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“not	 finish	 to”	vs.	“not	completely”	 &	pfve progr(34)	Pedro	estuvo coloreando el			castillo durante tresPedro	was.pfve colouring	 the	castle	 for										three	horas,	pero no			terminó.hours	but		 not	finished‘Pedro	was	colouring	the	castle	for	three	hours	but	did	not	finish’





























T			 			 		 			 			 	AspP	 1
[past]
AstT	 		 			 	 AspP2
Asp	 		 			 	 AspP2
(overlap)
Interval’	 			 	 Asp


























































(40)	 Pedro	coloreará	 el					castillo durante dos	horas,Pedro		colour-fut.3ps		the	castle	 for										two	hours	(pero no		lo	terminará).	but					not	it		finish-FUT.3ps‘Pedro	will	 colour	the	castle	for	two	hours	but	will	not	finish	it’means…











(42)	Estuve enhebrando la				aguja durante dos	horas.was.pfve.1ps	threading	 the	needle	for								two	hours	‘I	was	threading	 the	needle	for	two	hours’‘I	was	trying	to	thread	the	needle	for	two	hours’(iterative	reading	discarded	here;	 available	with	the	synthetic	perfective)
• Failed	attempt	 reading	is	unavailable	with	the	impf.:(43)	Estaba enhebrando la				aguja.was.pfve.1ps	threading	 the	needle
• Conceptualization	of	the	event	itself.
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